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The Court of Appeals of Arizona recently decided Arizona v. Londo, and held that even though an
officer conducted a non-Mirandized custodial interrogation of a drug suspect, the statement was
admissible under the “rescue doctrine.”1 In this case, undercover officers were working a drug
sting. Shortly after Londo’s arrest for selling crack cocaine, he began to gag, sway, vomit and
froth from the mouth. The narcotics detective believed that Londo was experiencing a medical
emergency and asked him if he had swallowed crack cocaine. Londo admitted that he had, and
the detective immediately called paramedics. He subsequently transported Londo to the
emergency room for treatment.
At trial, the judge allowed the admission of Londo’s statement that he had swallowed crack
cocaine. Londo was convicted and he appealed. He argued that the statement was made in
response to a custodial interrogation in which the officer had not advised him of his Miranda
rights.
In analyzing Londo’s appeal, the Court first stated that the detective’s question as to whether
Londo swallowed crack cocaine was a “custodial interrogation” for the purposes of Miranda.2
Londo was under arrest and the officer asked a question that was reasonably likely to elicit an
incriminating response. 3 The Court then stated that, despite the Miranda violation, the statement
should be admissible under an off-shoot of the public safety exception, which was developed by
the U.S. Supreme Court in New York v. Quarles4, called the “private safety exception.” The
“private safety exception” states that, when a suspect is reasonably considered to be in urgent
need of rescue to avoid serious injury or death, a statement may be admitted even though it was
obtained in violation of Miranda provided that it was obtained in an effort to save the suspect’s
life.5 Similarly, under the “rescue doctrine,” the courts apply a three prong test which is as
follows: (1) the presence of an urgent need, and no other course of action promises relief; (2)
there is an objectively reasonable concern of the need to save a human life by rescuing a person
in danger; and (3) rescue is the primary purpose and motive of the interrogator.6 The Court went
on to cite several cases from around the United States that have applied the “private safety
exception” or the “rescue doctrine.”7 It is important to note that not all states follow these
exceptions.8
In Londo, the Court reasoned that this case meets all requirements of the “rescue doctrine.” First,
there was an urgent need for the information because Londo was vomiting and frothing at the
mouth which indicated an immediate, medical emergency. 9 Second, the detective testified that,
based upon his experience, crack cocaine can be life threatening, therefore he needed to
determine the cause of the symptoms. 10 Third, the detective testified that his primary motive for
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the question was to prevent Londo from dying in his custody.11 This was evidenced by the fact
the detective immediately called for paramedics and then took Londo to the emergency room.
Therefore, the Court of Appeals of Arizona held that Londo’s statement, although a product of a
custodial interrogation in violation of Miranda, was nonetheless admissible under the “private
safety exception” or the “rescue doctrine.”
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